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SUMMARY
A studywas conductedto determinethe effectsof selectedtechnology
improvementson the fuel efficiencyand performanceof a six-place,single-engine
propellerdriven businessairplane. The technologiesexaminedincludednatural
laminarflow, an advanceddieselengine, compositematerialairframeconstruction,
and pusherversus tractorconfigurationdesign. Five airplaneconfigurationswere
developed,each of which can carry six people with baggagefor a no wind, no
reserverange of 1,300n.mi. at cruise speeds of over 275 kt at altitudesof 30000
ft and above. The baseline airplanefor comparisonpurposeswas a conventionally
configured,all aluminum,six-place,single-engineturbopropdevelopedpreviously.
The study resultsshowedthat, of the technologiesexamined,natural laminar
flow producedthe most significantperformancegains,while the advanceddiesel
engine providedgreatlyenhancedfuel efficiencyat a moderateexpensein perfor-
mance. Due to other tradeoffs,the net gains from compositeconstructionand
pusher configurationdesign were not as significantas expected. The study also
indicatedthe need for a more comprehensivedatabaseof airfoilsectionsdesigned
for naturallaminarflow characteristicsin order to promotefurtherapplication
of this technology.
INTRODUCTION
The generalaviationairplaneis a mainstayof Americanbusinesstransporta-
tion. A sizablenumber of these airplanesare six to eight passengertwin-engine
turbopropsor turbofanscapableof servicingrelativelyshort or unimproved
landingsites. They providethe businesscommunitywith transportationcomfort
and flexibilityunmatchedby scheduledair carrierservice.
Current economicconditionshave magnifiedthe importanceof the general
aviationbusinessairplane,particularlysince deregulationof the commercial
airlines has led to significantchanges in the scheduledair serviceto many
cities. Corporateaircraftare increasinglyperceivedas a necessityby many
businesses;however,most currentbusinessaircraftare relativelyexpensiveto
procure,operate,and maintain. This leads to deferralor eliminationof an
i/jV--..cA/y
aircraftpurchase,a situationclearlyevidencedby the large drop in industry
sales in recentyears.
The drop in general aviationairplanesales may be partiallyattributedto
the reluctanceof the manufacturersto incorporateadvancedtechnologiesinto
these aircraft,a consequenceof the high costs of existingproductiontooling,
airplane certification,and potentialproduct liabilityjudgments. Despitethese
obstacles,there is clearlya need for continueddevelopmentof less costly,more
efficientbusinessairplanes. The long-termsurvivalof the industrymay well
dependon the incorporationof the advancedaerodynamic,propulsion,and
structuraltechnologiesnow evolving.
The NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA)and the aerospace
industryare involvedin continuingeffortsto improvethe efficiencyand safety
of this class of aircraft. A previous NASA-sponsoredstudy (ref. 1) has shown
that a single-engineturbopropbusinessairplanecould be configuredwith present
technologyto provide substantiallybetter fuel efficiencythan conventional
twin-engineturbopropswith comparablespeed, range,payload,and comfort. The
airplaneof referenceI (designatedGATP-IA,see fig. 1) accomplishedthese goals
using existingand entirely conventionalgeneralaviationtechnology. Performance
requirementsincludeda maximum cruise speed of at least 300 kt at or above 30,000
ft, carryingsix people with baggagefor a no wind, no reserverange of 1,300 n.
mi.
The currentstudy sought to investigatethe potentialfor even greaterfuel
efficiencyand performancethroughthe use of selectedtechnologyimprovements
which were not incorporatedinto the GATP-IAconfiguration. These improvements
includednatural laminarflow (NLF),an advanceddiesel engine,compositematerial
airframe construction,and pusher configurationlayout. All the advanced
technologiesanalyzed,except for the advanceddiesel engine,are sufficiently
developedto be consideredfor productionaircraft. This was a key criterionfor
technologyincorporationthroughoutthe courseof the design cycle for each study
airplane. While no cost analyseswere performed,it was desiredto keep the level
of complexityat or below traditionallevelsto help minimizemanufacturing
difficultyand cost when incorporatingthe advancedtechnologies. All study
airplaneswere configuredfor certificationunder existing FAR Part 23
requirements(ref. 2).
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A completelist of the currentstudy requirements,along with those for the
former study, is presentedin table I. AppendixA of this documentcontains
tabulateddrag data calculatedfor each of the study airplanes.
The use of trade names or names of manufacturersin this report does not
constitutean officialendorsementof such productsor manufacturers,either
expressedor implied,by Kentron International,Inc. or the NationalAeronautics
and Space Administration.
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SYMBOLS
c chord
mean aerodynamicchord length (ft)
CD total airplanedrag coefficient
CD. induceddrag coefficient
CDI parasite drag coefficient
CLP total airplanelift coefficient
Cp airfoilpressurecoefficient
Cp propellerpower coefficient
D drag (Ibf)
J propelleradvance ratio
L lift (Ibf)
M Mach number
T thrust (Ibf)
V velocity (ktas)
power-offstall speed,landingconfiguration
Vso (ktas)
x/c nondimensionalfractionof chord length
A wing sweep angle (deg)
A increment
angle-of-attack(deg)
6 deflectionangle (deg)
n propellerefficiency
Abbreviations
B.L. boundarylayer
BSFC brake specificfuel consumption(Ibm/hp-hr)
CG center-of-gravity
FAR FederalAviationRegulations
LE leadingedge
MAC mean aerodynamicchord
MLG main landinggear
NACA NationalAdvisoryCommitteefor Aeronautics
NASA NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
NLF natural laminarflow
SMPG seat nauticalmiles per gallon
TOGW takeoff gross weight (Ibs)
TSFC thrust specificfuel consumption(Ibm/Ibf-hr)
USAF United States Air Force
Subscripts
f flap
LE leadingedge
max maximum
min minimum
s slat
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CONFIGURATIONDEVELOPMENT
The study configuration of reference I, designated GATP-1A, was used as the
baseline airplane for this study. The GATP-IA was an all-aluminum, conventional
tractor configuration designed to demonstrate that a single-engine turboprop
airplane using existing hardware and technology could provide significant fuel
T
savings over a twin-engine turboprop with comparable performance and utility.
In order to investigate advanced technology areas such as composite airframe
materials, natural laminar flow, advanced engine concepts, and unconventional
configurations, a matrix of study airplane configurations was developed,
consisting of two basic airframes and three different engines. To evaluate
configuration-dependent effects, one airframe was configured as a buried-engine
pusher and the other as a conventional tractor similar to the GATP-IA. The three
engines used in the study were the Pratt and Whitney PT6A-45A turboprop, the
Garrett Airesearch TPE 331-11, and a Teledyne Continental conceptual diesel
engine. Four of the six possible configurations were developed and designated as:
PT6A-45A tractor (GATP-IB), TPE 331-11 tractor (GATP-IC), PT6A-45A pusher
(GATP-2A), and a diesel pusher (GATP-2D). A separate designation, GATP-2C, was
assigned to a fully-turbulent boundary layer version of the GATP-2A. All of these
airplanes retained the most desirable features of the -IA baseline, but were
configured with more emphasis on drag reduction and improved utility and cabin
arrangement. Table II presents a comparison of the geometry of the five new study
airplanes and the -IA baseline. General arrangement drawings of each aircraft are
presented in figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. The following descriptions apply to each of
the new study configurations.
Fuselage
Several improved features were incorporated in the new fuselage configura-
tions. The cabins of the study airplanes retained the cross-section shape of the
-IA cabin, but were lengthened in order to provide more passenger legroom and
cabin baggage volume. Seating accommodations were sized for a USAF-standard 95th
percentile man (ref. 3), and resulted in a cabin that is considerably.larger than
that of typical six-place airplanes. The entrance door was changed to a
horizontally-split airstair located such that no external steps or walkways were
required on the airframe. An emergency exit was provided, as on the -IA, on the
opposite side of the cabin. The cabin pressurization differential was reduced
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from 8.25 psi to 7.5 psi, which maintainsa cabin altitudeof 8000 ft up to an
airplanealtitudeof 35000 ft. Pressurizedbaggagestoragewas providedon each
aircraft,whereasthe -1A had only unpressurizedprovisions. The noses and wind-
shieldsof the study aircraftwere recontouredfor improvedovernosevisibility,
and the numberof side windowswas reducedto two per side. The latterchange
decreasedthe number of cutouts necessaryin the fuselagepressurevessel,thereby
providingfor a more efficientfuselagestructure. Full IFR avionicsand instru-
mentationwere assumed,includingweather radar on the pusher versions. Figures6
and 7 presentthe interiorarrangementof the -1B and -2A configurations,
respectively.
The wing positionon the fuselagefor each of the study airplaneswas deter-
mined by severalconsiderations,includingaerodynamics,structuralpracticality,
mass balance,and arrangementof other airplanecomponentsand systems. The
mid-wing arrangementof the -2A configurationwas chosen becauseit is aerodynam-
ically very "clean,"and for the particularconfigurationstudied,may have a
structuraladvantageover other positions. Examinationof the -2A interior
arrangement(fig. 7) shows that the aft cabin pressurebulkhead,firewall,forward
wing mount, and main landing gear mount may be combinedin a single bulkhead.
This abilityto tie together severalmajor componentsis the single greatest
structuraladvantagethat the -2A configurationhas over the -1B tractor, and
should allow a lighter,more efficientfuselagestructure. An additionalbenefit
of the pusher layout is that its interiornoise level would be lower than that of
the tractor,since the propelleris locatedfartherfrom the cabin and its slip-
stream does not scrub the fuselageas in a tractor configuration. Integrationof
the dieselengine into a mid-wingconfigurationwas not possible. The diesel
engine is too large to allow retentionof the mid-wingspar carry-through
structurein the same positionas the turboprop,therefore,the -2D has its wing
in the low position. The tractor airplaneswere configuredwith low wings, with
the wing carry-throughstructurepassingbeneaththe cabin floor.
Airplanecenter-of-gravitycalculationsindicatedthat the pusherconfigura-
tions had a larger CG travel than the tractor airplanes,primarilydue to the
aft-mountedpropellerand drive system. The lengthof the aft fuselageclosureon
the pushersalso contributedto this problem. Most pusher aircraftto date (the
Lear Fan being a notableexception)have relativelyshort,bluff afterbodieswhich
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generateconsiderabledrag and requireunconventionaltail arrangements,such as
the Cessna 337 and the Rutan Vari-Eze. The closurelength of the study airplane
was determinedprimarilyby aerodynamicconsiderationssuch as fuselage fineness
ratio, local turningangles to maintainattachedflow, and provisionof adequate
moment arm length for the tail configuration. This length contributesto the CG
travel by placingthe propeller (a relativelylarge, fixed mass) fartherfrom the
cabin (the mass within which may vary substantially)than is typical for conven-
tionallyconfiguredtractor airplanes. The forwardbaggagecompartmentof the
pusherwas incorporatedspecificallyto providethe increasedloadingflexibility
necessaryto minimize the problemin practicaloperation.
Engine Installation
The study performancegoals requireda single,high-horsepowerengine in each
configuration. The GATP-1A study demonstratedthe merits of using one high-output
turbopropengine rather than two lower-outputturboprops. The weight penaltyfor
horsepowerincreasesin turbopropenginesof the power output class consideredis
extremelysmall comparedto the weight growthof reciprocatingengines,making it
attractiveto use a high-outputengine. The engine selectionwas also influenced
by projectedcruise specific fuel consumptionand by installationconstraints. No
unusual problemswere encounteredin the propulsionintegrationfor any configu-
ration,except as noted below. The -IB tractor installationwas entirely
straightforward,with a chin inlet and inertialseparatoras per manufacturer's
data (ref. 4). The -2A uses an inlet and inertialseparatormountedon the upper
aft fuselageto avoid flow distortiondue to inlet blankingin sideslipcondi-
tions. Experiencewith top-mountedjet fighterinletshas resultedin no flow
problemswith moderateangle of attack as long as the inlet face and locationare
carefullydesigned. The TPE 331-11engine of the -IC configurationdoes not
requirean inertialseparatorinlet; however,its "straight-through"design neces-
sitatedan exhaust system incorporatinga bifurcatedduct to provideclearancefor
the nose landinggear installation. This "straight-through"engine arrangement
preventeda TPE 331-11 pusher from being includedin the study airplanes. There
is no practicalmanner in which the TPE 331-11could be installedbackwardsin the
-2A configurationbecause of the engine's integralinlet and aft exhaust loca-
tion. Adding additionalgearingand shaftingaround the engine was not practical
due to the complexity. The diesel pusherengine (-2Dconfiguration)ingestsboth
cooling and inductionair throughside-mountedinletsand exhauststhe coolingair
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throughan annularexit aroundthe spinner. The exhaustsystem and mufflerexit
beneaththe fuselagein a conventionalmanner.
Undercarriage
The undercarriagearrangementdiffered betweenthe configurationsdue to the
differingwing positions. The tractorairplaneswere configuredwith retractable
tricyclelandinggear with the main landinggear pivot points in the wings as per
conventionalpractice. It was necessaryto keep the stowedpositionof the gear
as close to the wing roots as possible,becausethe small size of the wing
providesm_rginaldepth to house the strut, wheel, and tire. Since the turboprop
pusherwas configuredas a mid-wingairplane,the mainlanding gear pivot points
were locatedin the fuselage. This landinggear arrangementis similarto the
high-wing,retractable-gearairplanescurrentlyin production. The low wing of
the diesel-poweredpusher providedan opportunityfor a wider track (a limitation
of fuselage-mountedgear),thereforeits main gear was moved to the wing. The
track and wheelbaseof each airplanewere sized to satisfyFAR turnoverangle
requirements. Full-coveragelandinggear doors were fittedto each configuration.
Wing
Wing planformdefinitionfor the study airplaneswas based on a parametric
study of aspect ratio and area variationsto producea cruise-matchedwing. The
cruise performancegoals of the study requireda minimumof excess wing area and a
relativelyhigh wing loading (approximately35 Ib/ft2) for a generalaviation
airplane. An aspect ratio of 10 with a referencearea of 120 ft2 was chosen
based on minimumarea constraintsdefinedboth by FAR 23 stall speed requirements
and internalfuel volume availability. The parametricstudy showedthat while
additionalbenefitscould be gainedwith a wing aspect ratio of 12, the increase
from aspect ratio 8 to aspect ratio 10 capturedmost of the gains due to higher
aspect ratio, and obviatedother problemssuch as furtherreductionin wing fuel
volumeand potentialReynoldsnumber effectsdue to the very short chords that
result. Fuel storagein the fuselageor in externaltanks was consideredan
unacceptablesolutionto the fuel volume limitationproblem. The wing was swept
slightlyforward (ALE = -2°) in order to improvethe spanwiseflow
characteristics. The taper ratio was set at 0.4 to keep the wing tip chord length
and Reynoldsnumber from being undesirablysmall. Wingletswere not considered
due to the low cruise lift coefficientand relativelyhigh aspect ratio of the
wing. Wing twist (washout)was determinedfor ellipticalspan loadingin cruise
using a vortex-latticeanalysis program (ref. 5). The twistedportionof the
wing, which comprisesonly the outer 20 percentof the wing semispan,varies
linearlyfrom 0° to -2° total washout at the tip. In additionto approximatingan
ellipticalloading,this washout should providemore acceptableairplanestall
characteristicsthan an untwistedwing.
The NACA 652-415airfoil sectionof the GATP-1Awas replacedwith a
NASA-Langleydevelopedsection,designatedNLF(1)-O215F(ref. 6). This airfoil
was designedto promotenaturallaminarflow while retainingthe favorablelift
characteristicsof the NASA low-speedairfoil family,and was specifically
targetedfor applicationto high performancegeneralaviationaircraft. Lift
performanceof the NLF(1)-O215Fsectionis not degradedby the loss of laminar
flow, as can happen with other airfoilsdesigned for extensivelaminarflow. This
provides an obvious safety benefitin actual operation,where some contamination
of the wing surfaceis unavoidabledue to insectdebris, rain, or dust. The
airfoilwas designedfor cruise operationwith a flap deflectionof -10°, which
reducesthe lift coefficientfor minimum drag and providessome pitchingmoment
alleviationto reduce trim drag.
The relativelysmall wing area and resultinghigh wing loadingnecessitated
the same extensiveuse of high-liftdevices as on the GATP-1Ato meet the FAR
23.49 stall speed requirementof 61 kt for single-engineairplanes. The high-lift
devicesconsistof 15 percentchord, full span leadingedge slats, and 30 percent
chord, 90 percentspan single-slottedFowler flaps. The trailingedge flaps
should presentno problemswhen used with NLF airfoilssince the boundarylayer is
turbulentover the aft part of the airfoil. The maintenanceof naturallaminar
flow acrossthe wing-to-slatjunctionat the leadingedge presenteda problem
since flow across a typical gap causes transition. Deletionof the slatswould
have meant a wing resize to approximately170 ft2, the additionaldrag of which
negatedany savingsdue to laminarflow when comparedto the 120 ft2 wing. A
variable-camberleadingedge without joints was consideredunrealisticfor this
applicationdue to its complexityand manufacturingcost. Previouslaminarflow
control researchindicatedthat a forward-facingstep discontinuity,as presented
in figure 8, was less likelyto cause boundary layer transitionthan eithera gap
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or aft-facingstep; therefore,this arrangementwas proposedas a solutionto the
slat installationproblem. Unpublisheddata was subsequentlyobtainedwhich
indicatedthat this conceptwould work on an airplaneof this type. It is
anticipatedthat the laminar-tolerantstep height and edge profilewill be within
normal manufacturingtoleranceusing productioncompositematerialconstruction
techniques.
Roll control is accomplishedwith differentialspoilerssupplementedby 10
percent span aileronsto maintain controlsystem linearity. The spoilerscould be
deployedsimultaneouslyfor glidepathcontrolas well, but this capabilitywas not
analyzed. All flap and slat system tracks and bracketswere assumedto be
internalto the wing, and all controlsurfacegaps were assumedto be sealed.
Empennage
Tail sizing for both the tractorand the pusherairframesdrew from the -1A
study, and was based on static and dynamicstabilityand controlrequirements.
Additionally,the -2A tail design was based on protectionof the aft-mounted
propellerfrom ground strike in case of overrotation,and is of a type that should
be very spin-resistant. As a large percentageof generalaviationaccidents
(particularlythose involvinghigh performanceaircraft)are stall/spinrelated,
the latter feature should be highly desirable.
AERODYNAMICANALYSIS
The performancecriteriafor this study requiredthat all the configurations
designedhave both a high cruise speed and good fuel efficiency. The use of
natural laminarflow (NLF) airfoiltechnologyand cruise-matchedwing sizing
appearedto be the best aerodynamicsolutionto achievingboth of these diverse
requirements. The presentfamily of NASA-designedNLF airfoils(excludingthe
_ NACA 6-series)consists of two designsby Somers (refs.6, 7), and, therefore,
does not adequatelydefine the effectsof variationsin camber and thicknesson
NLF airfoilcharacteristics. These two airfoils,designedfor a speed range below
that of this study, are relativelythick (15-and 17-percent)and highly cambered
in order to achievemaximum lift coefficientscomparableto those of the NASA
low-speedseries airfoils. Althoughthese airfoilshave high cruise lift
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coefficientsand large negativepitchingmoments, deflectingthe trailingedge
upward causes the pitchingmomentsto be reducedand the lift coefficientrange
for minimumdrag to be lowered. A 25 percent chord flap tested on the
NLF(1)-O215Fairfoiland deflected-10° reducesthe lift coefficientfor maximum
lift-dragratio to .6. The cruise lift coefficientsfor the study configurations
range from .2 to .3 at maximumcruise altitude,considerablybelow the maximum
lift-dragratio lift coefficient. With reducedpayloadsthe mismatch is much
greater. In order to improvethe cruise efficiency,the configurationwould
either have to fly higher (restrictedby engine performance),use an NLF airfoil
with less camber (not availableat present),reducethe wing area (limitedby fuel
volume and FAR 23.49 requirements),or fly at a slower airspeed. The first three
of these were not evaluatedin this study becauseof the reasonslisted. The
cruise lift coefficientsare, however, in the range of minimumdrag, thus
permittinghigh cruise speeds.
The lift characteristicswere determinedusing the method presentedin
reference8. This method assumesthat all slots, gaps, and overlaps in the flap
systemhave been optimized. The lift curves are presentedin figure 9 for flap
deflectionsof -10 degrees, 0 degrees, and 40 degrees. These flap settingsare
used for cruise,takeoff, and landing,respectively. Using the maximumtrimmed
lift coefficientof 3.05, a minimum stall speed of 58.3 kt can be obtainedfor the
GATP-2Aconfiguration,which is 2.7 kt below the FAR 23 requirement. The other
configurationshave similarstall speeds.
Drag polarswere constructedfor the takeoff, cruise,and landingmodes of
flight. The drag was definedas:
CD = CD + ACDp + + + + .Pmin CDi CDtrim CDp°wer CDc°°ling
The minimumvalue of parasitedrag (CDpmin)consistsof skin friction,
profile, interference,roughness,and excrescencedrag. Numericalmodels of both i
basic airframeswere developedfor input into wetted area and skin friction
computercodes. Form factorsto accountfor thicknesseffectswere obtainedfrom
reference8. Skin frictioncoefficientswere calculatedfor both turbulentand
mixed laminar/turbulentboundarylayers dependingon the configuration. Laminar
flow was assumedto exist on 60 percentof the wing lower surfaceand 40 percent
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of the wing upper surface,the designtransitionlocationsof the airfoil.
Laminar flow was assumedto exist on 20 percentof the tail areas on all
configurations,and 10 percentof the fuselagewetted area on the pusher
configurations(approximatelyfrom the nose to the windshieldjunction).
Excrescenceand interferencedrag incrementswere calculatedusing the data of
reference9. Flush-mountedantennaeand a minimumof protuberanceswere assumed
to exist. Parasitedrag was increasedthree percentto account for roughness
effects,as opposedto the five percent incrementadded to the GATP-1Aanalysis.
This differencewas intendedto accountfor the improvedsurfacefinish available
with compositestructureratherthan rivetedaluminum.
The VORLAX computerprogram (ref. 5) was used to obtain the induceddrag
(CDi),with the percentageof leadingedge suctionhaving been determined
using the method of reference10. The variationof parasitedrag with lift
(ACDp),which includedangle-of-attackdependentfrictiondrag, pressuredrag,
and the effectsof a non-ellipticalload distributionon the wing, was determined
using an unpublishedmethod based on correlationswith flightdata.
Trim drag (CDtrim) was calculatedfor an averagecenter of gravityposi-
tion and appliedas an incrementto the cruise drag polar. Trim drag was
considerednegligiblefor the takeoffmode of flight;however,a trimmeddrag
polar was used in calculationof the landingperformancedue to the importanceof
trimmedlift coefficienton the approachspeed.
Power effectson lift and drag (CDpower)were calculatedusing the
methods of reference8. While power effectson lift and drag are small for cruise
conditions,they are large during takeoff,where the componentsof the airplane
immersed in the propellerslipstreamexperiencea much higher velocitythan those
in the freestream. The effectsof power were much smallerfor the pusher
configurationsthan for the tractor configurationssince no airframecomponents
are locatedin the pusher propwash. The incrementin drag at the cruisecondition
was added to the polar. Since approachesare usuallymade at low power settings,
no power effectson lift or drag were includedin the landinganalysis.
) for the turbopropconfigurationsis
All coolingdrag (CDcooling
accountedfor in the engine performancedata except for the PT6A-45Aoil cooler
airflow,for which an incrementwas added to the parasitedrag. The TPE-331-11
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does not requirean externally-mountedoil cooler. The coolingairflow
requirementand coolingdrag of the -2D configurationwere calculatedwith the
method presentedin reference11. Althoughthe coolingairflowfor the diesel
engine is not large comparedto that of a conventionalreciprocatingengine,the
cooling drag amountedto 20 percentof the airplaneminimumdrag at an average
cruise condition.
Lift and drag incrementsfor the high-liftdeviceswere determinedusing the
methods of reference8. Landinggear drag (ACDgear = .0394)was calculated
using the method of reference9, but is not includedin the drag polars
presented. Typicalcruise,takeoff,and landingpolarsare presentedin figures
10, 11, and 12, respectively. Tabulatedcruise polar data for all of the study
configurationsare presentedin AppendixA. Figures13 through 17 presentthe
average cruise lift-dragratios as a functionof cruise airspeed. From these
plots it can be seen that in order to fly at high speedsand still retaina
reasonablelift-dragratio, cruise segmentsmust be flown at as high an altitude
as possible.
PROPULSIONANALYSIS
Engines
Three differentengineswere examined in this study: the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraftof Canada PT6A-45A,the Garrett AiresearchTPE 331-11,and a Teledyne
Continentalconceptualdiesel engine. The two turbopropenginesrepresent
currentlyavailablepropulsiontechnology,while the dieselengine represents
near-term (5to 10 years) advancedtechnology. The basic geometryand dimensions
of the three enginesmay be seen in figure 18.
The Pratt and WhitneyAircraftof Canada PT6A-45Ais a free turbine, axial-
plus-centrifugalcompressorturbopropengine equippedwith an integral reduction
gearbox. The PT6A-45A was certificated in February, 1976; however, the basic
design of the PT6 series of engines dates back to 1959. The PT6A-45A engine
performance data used i_ this study was originally generated for the GATP-IA study
with the aid of a computer program supplied by the manufacturer. For this study
it was decided to flat rate the engine to 900 shp of its available 1,173 shp to
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providemore consistentairplaneperformancein high densityaltitudesituations.
Installationpenaltiesincludinginlet ram recovery,pressurizationbleed airflow,
and accessorypower extractionwere accountedfor in the engine performance
calculationsas listed in table Ill. Engine data could not be generatedabove
30,000 ft due to computerprogramconstraints,thereforeit was necessaryto
extrapolatethe data to 35,000ft to adequatelydefine the desired airplaneflight
envelope.
The GarrettAiresearchTPE 331-11is a single-shaftturbopropengineequipped
with an integralreductiongearbox. The TPE 331-11 was certificatedin 1979, but
its basic design dates back to the early 1960's. Performancedata for this engine
was suppliedby the manufacturer,and includedthe same bleed air and accessory
power extractioninstallationpenaltiesas for the PT6A-45A (see table Ill). The
TPE 331-11has a rating of 1,000 shp dry, or 1,100 shp with water/alcoholinjec-
tion, but was flat rated at 900 shp for this study. The TPE 331-11was included
in this study primarilybecauseperformancedata was availableto 45,000 ft,
allowing an investigationof airplaneperformanceat higher altitudesthan
possiblewith the PT6A-45Aengine data. No attemptwas made to comparethe turbo-
prop enginesper se, nor was any intended.
The TeledyneContinentalconceptualdiesel engine data used in this study was
suppliedin part by the NASA-LewisResearchCenter and was also derivedfrom
references11 and 12. The subjectengine is a six-cylinder,turbocharged,two-
stroke diesel,with the cylindersradiallydisposedin two banks of three each.
The study enginewas rated at 500 shp, and had a turbochargercriticalaltitudeof
17,000ft. It was originallyintendedto obtain a diesel engine with high
altitude (i.e.,above 20,000 ft) performancecomparableto the turboprop,but no
such designwas available. Scalingthe availabledata up to the desiredpower
rating was not possibledue to thermodynamiccycle and physicalsize considera-
tions. Increasingthe criticalaltitudeof the turbochargerwas not possiblefor
the same reasons,leavingthe 500 shp engine as the only realisticchoice.
Additionaldata on the diesel engine is presentedin table Ill.
PropellerSelection
Propellerselectionand performancecalculationswere accomplishedwith the
aid of a computerprogrambased on the HamiltonStandardmethods of reference13.
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These methods are based on the systematicvariationof basic propellergeometric
and aerodynamicdesignparametersover the desired range of operatingconditions,
allowingan optimumpropellerto be selected. A parametricanalysisusing each
set of enginedata resultedin the definitionof two differentbasic propellers,
the characteristicsof which are listed in table IV. The turbopropversionsuse
pusher or tractor four-bladed,90 inch diameter propellers,while the dieseluses
a three-bladed,90 inch diameterpusher propellerof lower activityfactordue to
its lower power output. All propellerswere assumedto be of compositeconstruc-
tion. It was also assumedthat the pusher driveshaftcould be developedusing
technologyderivedfrom currenthelicopterand airplanedesigns.
Propellerefficiencyvaried as a functionof airspeed,altitude,and power
setting. Correctedpropellerefficienciesapproached0.90 for the turbopropsand
0.92 for the diesel in the cruise condition. A representativeplot of the
efficiencyvariationwith flight conditionis presentedin figure19. The propul-
sion data used in the turbopropairplaneperformancecalculationsincludedthe
thrust contributionfrom the engine exhausts. Propellerreversethrust
performancewas not analyzed,althoughthis capabilitywould be made availablein
a productionairplane.
WEIGHTSANALYSIS
Estimatedweightsfor the study airplaneswere calculatedusing empirical
techniques presentedin reference14 and manufacturers'data wherever possible. A
comparisonof the study airplaneweight summariesappearsin table V. For the
purpose of maintainingconventionalweightsengineeringterminology,the weight of
the pilot and his baggagewas includedin the operatingweightempty.
An importantpoint became apparentduring an examinationof wing weight
variationwith airfoilthicknessratio. For wings such as those of the study
aircraft (low sweep,moderatelyhigh aspect ratio,and equippedwith both leading
and trailingedge devices)the wing weight is relativelyinsensitive'tothickness
ratio (fig. 20). This is becausethe basic wing in such a designserves mainly as
a box to which the high-liftdevicesare attached. The abilityto decrease
thicknessratio withouta large increasein wing weight for this airplaneis very
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desirable,particularlyfrom an aerodynamicstandpoint. A decreasein airfoil
thicknessratio would reduce availablefuel volume slightly,but would also net a
decrease in drag and correspondingincreasein cruise performance.
Use of the empiricalweight estimationtechniquesrequiredcertainassump-
tions as to the structuraldesign of the aircraft. All study airplaneswere
assumedto be constructedof fiber reinforcedcompositematerialsin a manner
which takes optimumadvantageof the materialproperties. This was necessaryto
realizethe full amount of potentialweight reductiondue to compositeconstruc-
tion. It was assumedthat the structureswould consistmainly of Kevlar*/epoxy
skins over Nomex*honeycombcores,with graphite/epoxyreinforcementin high
compressivestress areas. Conventionalskin/stringerstructuraldesign,as
incorporatedin the aluminum GATP-1Aand most currentairplanes,does not take
full advantageof compositematerial properties. Kevlar was chosen as the basic
structuralfiberbecause of physicalpropertiessuperiorto fiberglassand cost
lower than graphite. Kevlar offers high impact and abrasionresistance,and is
unique among popularfiber reinforcementsin its abilityto deform plastically
rather than failingcatastrophicallywhen its elastic limit is exceeded. No
strict identificationwas made of a matrix material other than to specifyit as
epoxy (ratherthan polyimide,for example)becauseof the large varietyof resin
systems available. The weights of these resin systemsare roughlycomparable,
thereforesuch generalizationis valid.
Weight savingscreditedto compositeconstructionrangedfrom 15 to 30 percent
dependingon the particularairframe component. This resultedin a net airframe
structuralweight reductionof approximately20 percentas comparedto conven-
tional aluminumconstruction. Although possessingthe potentialfor adequate
surfacefinish and some reductionin labor intensity,bondedmetal construction
was rejectedbased on its relativelysmall weight savingspotential. Reference15
indicatesweight savingsdue to bonded metal of zero to 10 percentas comparedto
conventionalconstruction. Other advancedor exotic structuralmaterialssuch as
boron fibers,aluminum-lithium,or titaniumalloys were not examinedbased on cost
. and availabilityconsiderations.
*Trademarkof E. I. DuPontde Nemours& Co., Inc.
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PERFORMANCEANALYSIS
Takeoff and Climb
The study objectives required takeoff distances of 2,500 ft or less over a 50
ft obstacle at sea level, standard day conditions and maximumgross weight for
each configuration. Despite relatively high wing loadings, the study airplanes
easily exceed this requirement due to their high thrust-weight ratios and
resulting high accelerations. Figure 21 presents the takeoff distance over a 50
ft obstacle as a function of density altitude for the -2A and -2D configurations.
The other turboprops in the study have approximately the same wing loading and
thrust-weight ratio as the -2A, and would exhibit similar takeoff performance. As
shown in figure 21, the -2A configuration is capable of departure from a 2,500 ft
runway at maximumgross weight at density altitudes exceeding 8,000 ft; the -2D
airplane is similarly capabl e to a density altitude of 6,600 ft. This capability
would allow operation from nearly all airports at maximumgross weight and at
temperatures well above standard day conditions.
The time, fuel, and distance for the climb segment of the mission for each
study airplane are presented in figures 22, 23, and 24, respectively, for standard
day conditions and design takeoff gross weight. All the turboprop configurations
have comparable climb performance, while that of the diesel-powered -2D is lower
due to its lower installed power. The -2D does, however, use from 23 to 30
percent less fuel. The corresponding rates of climb for each aircraft are
presented in figure 25. Again the effects of power are apparent in the lower
climb rate of the diesel airplane. The nearly constant rates of climb of the -IB,
-2A and -2C configurations at low altitude are due to the flat rating of their
PT6A-45A engines. This is also true of the -IC configuration, although it is not
as pronounced due to its lesser power before flat rating. The climb performance
of the turboprop airplanes is such that even for a relatively short-range flight
it is most efficient to climb to maximumcruise altitude. An additional benefit
of this climb performance is that it would allow the airplanes to more effectively
interface with heavier traffic at large airports, and also allow them to have a
considerably smaller noise footprint.
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Cruise
The missionperformancewas calculatedfor cruisealtitudesfrom 20,000to
40,000 ft. Limitationson the engine data availablepreventedany analysisof the
-1B, -2A, and -2C configurationabove 35,000 ft and the -2D above 30,000ft. The
climb to cruise altitudewas at the best rate of climb airspeed. Allowancesfor
both fuel consumedand distancetraveledduring the climb and descentphaseswere
includedin the mission performancecalculations.
The beneficialeffectsof using NLF were ascertainedby comparingthe
performancecharacteristicsof the geometricallyidentical-2A and -2C configura-
tions (figs.26 and 27). The -2A configurationwas assumedto exhibit 50 percent
NLF on the wings, 20 percenton the tail surfaces,and 10 percenton the fuselage,
whereas the -2C configurationwas assumedto have a fully turbulentboundarylayer
on all surfaces. The maximumcruise speed was increasedfrom 338 to 360 kt at
20,000ft by the presenceof NLF, reflectingan 18 percentdecreasein drag
coefficient. A similarincreasein cruise speed, from 321 kt to 345 kt, occurred
at the design altitudeof 35,000ft. The fuel efficienciesat the design altitude
and speed increased16.9 percent,from 66.3 to 77.5 seat nauticalmiles per gallon
(SMPG). The most economicalcruise speed, which occurs at an altitudeof 35,000
ft, increasedfrom 260 kt to 272 kt with NLF and the correspondingpeak fuel
efficiencyincreasedfrom 71.4to 80.5 SMPG (fig. 28). These resultsalso reflect
the effectsof the total loss of NLF during flight due to surfacecontaminationby
insectsor other debris. Althoughno detailedperformanceanalysiswas conducted
regardingthe loss of NLF on the other configurations,similardecreasesin
performanceand fuel efficiencywould be expected due to their geometric
similarity.
The net differencebetweenthe tractor and pusher configurationswas small.
The increasedamount of laminarflow possiblewith a pusherconfigurationwas
offset by the increasedwetted area requiredto installthe engine behindthe
passengercompartment. The maximum speed of the -1B tractorconfigurationwas 367
kt at 20,000 ft altitude (fig. 29), 7 kt fasterthan the equivalent:2A pusher
configuration. At the design cruise conditionsthe differencein fuel efficiency
was small: 78.9 SMPG for the -1B vs. 77.5 SMPG for the -2A. The speeds and fuel
efficienciesat the most economicalcruise conditionswere also very close: 273
kt and 80.7 SMPG for the -IB, and 272 kt and 80.5 SMPG for the -2A.
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The performanceof the diesel-powered-2D airplanewas superiorto the turbo-
prop configurationsin the area of fuel efficiency,but could not match their
speeds,climb rates, or cruise altitudes. The -2D performancewas heavily influ-
enced by the criticalaltitudeof the turbocharger,above which the available m
engine power degradesrapidly. At 275 kt, its maximumcruise speed (fig. 30) was
considerablylower than that of the turboprops,but it is still fasterthan most
currenttwin-engineaircraftwith similar load carryingcapability. At its maxi-
mum altitudeof 30,000 ft, the diesel configurationachieveda cruise speed of 247 i
kt and a correspondingfuel efficiencyof 118.3 SMPG. Its most economicalcruise
conditionswere 154 kt at 20,000 ft altitude,yielding a fuel efficiencyof 139.5
SMPG, 73 percent greaterthan the best of the turbopropairplanes. The operating
characteristicsof the diesel engine dominatedthe performancecharacteristicsof
the -2D and tendedto force it to fly at lower altitudesfor greaterengine
efficiency. Flying at these lower altitudescaused the airplaneto operateat a
lift coefficientbelow optimumand thereforeat a much lower lift-dragratio, as
discussedearlier. This could have been alleviatedto some extent by reducingthe
wing size of the -2D. Due to its lower fuel volume requirementand lower gross
weight,the wing size reductioncould be accomplishedwithout violatingeither the
fuel volumeor approachspeed constraints;however,no resizingwas performedfor
this study.
In order to determineif additionalperformancegains could be achievedby
flyingthe cruise segmentof the flight profileat a higher altitude,the -1C
configurationwith a Garrett TPE 331-11 enginewas developed. As shown in
figure 31, the increasein altitude allowedonly marginal gains in performancedue
to the rapid degradationof thrust with altitude. In going from an altitudeof
35,000to 42,000 ft, maximum range increased6.3 percentfrom 1,312to 1,400
n.mi. while maximumcruise speed decreased20.6 percentfrom 340 to 270 kt.
Similartrends could also be expectedwith the PT6A-45Apoweredconfigurationat
higher altitudes. The maximum cruise speed of the -lC was 340 kt, 27 kt below the
-1B configuration. Its maximumfuel efficiencyat 35,000ft (fig.28) was also
less than the -1B; 72.8 versus 81.2 SMPG. Althoughthis value increasedto 78.9
SMPG at 286 kt and 40,000ft, flightat altitudesof 40,000 ft and above would be
of marginaluse becauseof the very small flightenvelopeavailable.
The cumulativeeffect of all the currentadvancedtechnologyitems addressed
can be seen by a comparisonof the -1A (fig. 32) with the -IB configuration.
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Maximumcruise speed increasedfrom 331 kt to 367 kt and the most economical
cruise speed increasedfrom 236 kt to 2?3 kt. The speed increasewas accompanied
by a 31 percent increasein fuel efficiencyat the designcruise conditionand a
24.7 percentincreaseat the most economicalcruise condition. Althoughnot
having any speed advantageover the -1A configuration,the -2D configurationdid
have an increasein fuel efficiencyof 96.5 percentat the design cruise condition
and 115.6 percentat the most economicalcruise condition.
In additionto the change in structuralmaterialin going from the -1A to the
configurationsof this study, changeswere made in the aspect ratio,airfoil
section,and propeller. This preventedany directevaluationof the performance
increasedue to structuralweightreduction, however,only small gains in perfor-
mance can be expectedfrom furtherdecreasesin weight. This is reflectedin the
range-payloadplot (fig. 33). After the maximumfuel capacitypoint is reached
only the -2D configurationgains any appreciableincreasein rangewith reduction
in weight. Becauseof its lower cruise speed,the -2D configurationoperatesin a
lift coefficientrange where the lift-dragratio does not vary as greatlywith
lift as that of the turboproppoweredconfigurations. As mentionedearlier,the
configurationcruise lift coefficientsare such that they occur at or near minimum
drag. Therefore,any additionaldecreasein weight resultsin littleor no
decrease in drag, and a large decreasein lift-dragratio.
Figure 34 (from ref. 16) presentsthe cruise specificrange of a large number
of generalaviationand business airplanes. Also plottedon this figure are the
resultsfrom the study of reference1 and the presentstudy. The turboprop
poweredGATP series of configurationsfall into a group which illustratesthe
performanceand fuel conservationadvantagesof the study configurations.
Comparedto currentreciprocating-enginedtwins, the study turbopropsexhibiteda
cruise speed advantageof over 130 kt for roughlycomparablespecific range
performance. Comparedto turboprop-poweredtwins with comparablecruise speeds,
the study turbopropsexhibitedspecificrange performancewhich was approximately
three times better. Cruise speed and specificrange of the diesel-powered
airplane differedsubstantiallyfrom those of the turbopropstudy airplanes.
Although its maximum cruise speed was 120 kt slower than that of the turboprops,
the diesel-poweredairplane'sspecific range performancewas twice that of the
turboprops;it also offeredthree times the specificrange performanceof current
reciprocating-enginedtwins at comparablecruise speed.
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Landing
The landing performance of the -2A configuration is presented in figure 40
for a combination of landing weights and density altitudes. Since all the confi-
gurations are aerodynamically similar in the high-lift mode of flight, the landing
performance of only the -2A configuration was analyzed. The landing distances
presented in figure 35 are in the same range as the takeoff distances of figure
25. The short landing distance is a result of the use of an extensive high lift
system and a low approach speed. The landing analysis was conducted assuming the
use of spoilers to decrease lift and increase drag during the landing roll, but
did not include propeller thrust reversing, which would result in a further
landing distance reduction.
A summary of the performance data for all the configurations is presented in
table Vlo
Comparisonwith SimilarStudy
These resultsmay be comparedto those reportedin reference17. Although
this technology-integrationstudy was similarin many aspects,certaindifferences
in assumptionsand methodologyare significant. Examplesof these differencesare
the freedomin reference17 to scale both wing area and propulsionsystem data and
not be constrainedby physicallayout,
The study airplanesof reference17 were developedusing essentiallythe same
baselineairplaneand missionas the currentstudy, but were resizedfor optimum
cruise with successivetechnologyimprovementsand were not constrainedby the FAR
23.49 stall speed limit. Relaxationof the stall speed limit alloweddeletionof
the leadingedge high-liftdevicesand providedmore certaintyof maintainingNLF
on the wing, but resultedin stall speedsas high as 76 kt. The mismatchof
airfoil characteristicsnoted in the currentstudy was not a limitationin
reference17. The fuel usage penalty imposedby meetingthe FAR 23.49 constraint
ranged from 1.5 to 6.9 percentwhen comparingairplaneswith both wing and engine
sizes optimizedfor maximum cruise specific range againstairplaneshaving wing
loadingslimitedby FAR 23.49. No configurationlayoutswere presentedin the
alternatestudy and no wetted area penaltywas assessedto the pusher
configurationsin reference17, but a scrubbingdrag reductionwas credited.
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Reference17 examinedturbopropand diesel engineswhich were considerably
differentfrom those studiedhere. The turbopropengine consideredwas the NASA
GeneralAviationTurbopropEngine (GATE),with approximately7 percent improved
BSFC at cruisethan the PT6A-45Aor TPE 331-11. The diesel engine used was much
largerthan the one used in the currentstudy, and was rated at 1,170 shp as
opposedto 500 shp. Specificrange performanceof the diesel-poweredairplanes
slightlyexceeded 3 n. mi./Ib at comparableairspeedsin both studies. In
additionto the above, reference17 examinedtwo additionalengines: an advanced
technologyreciprocatingengine and a liquid cooled rotaryengine. The rotary
engine proved to be the lightestand most fuel-efficientof the enginesexamined.
The coolingdrag of the liquid cooled rotarywas reportedto be zero, which
contributedto its superiorshowing.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Very substantialbenefits can be gained from the applicationof currently
availableadvancedtechnologyto generalaviationairplanes. Of the technologies
examined,the applicationof natural laminarflow (with drag coefficientdecreases
on the order of 18 percent)producedthe largestgains in performanceand large
increasesin fuel efficiency. Greaterbenefitscould have been realizedif the
airfoilcharacteristicshad more closely matchedthe airplane cruise condition. A
reductionin wing area would have helped achievea better match, but internalfuel
volumeand stall speed requirementspreventedthis approach. The limitedamount
of data availableon NLF airfoils precludedselectionof a differentairfoil
section. For NLF technologyto be fully exploited,aerodynamicdata should be
generatedfor a comprehensiveseries of NLF airfoilsaddressingvariationsin
thicknessand design lift coefficient. Extensiveresearch remainsto be done on
the integrationof high-liftdevices, particularlyleadingedge devices,to this
type of airfoil. The problemof keepingthe NLF wing free of transition-inducing
contaminationfrom rain, ice, and insects is currentlybeing addressed,but no
clear solutionis at hand.
The applicationof advanceddiesel engine technologyresulted in increasesin
fuel efficiencyfrom 46 to 73 percent greaterthan the best of the turbopropsat
the expenseof some decrease in cruise speed. The diesel engine analyzedis still
severalyears away from the prototypestage, and was the only study technologynot
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immediatelyavailable. Even with the limitedcoolingrequirementsmade possible
by ceramicengine components,the coolingdrag of the diesel engine was still 20
percent of the airplaneminimum cruise drag. The limitedpower output and high
lapse rate of the diesel enginesof reasonableweight and size are also drawbacks
when comparedto turbopropengines. Many aspectsof the diesel engine design and
operationremainto be proven before the predictedefficiencyof the engine can be
utilized.
The benefitsof compositestructuralmaterialsand pusher configuration
design on performancewere not as great as anticipated. Much of the performance
increase usuallyassociatedwith the decrease in induceddrag made possibleby the
reducedweight of compositestructure (20 percentof structuralweight)was offset
by a profile drag increase due to the NLF airfoilcharacteristics;however,the
weight savingsand surface finish availablewith compositematerialswere still
importantand necessaryin meeting other criteria. The increasein the amount of
naturallaminar flow on the pusher configurationsas comparedto the tractor
configurationswas offset by the pushers'greaterwetted area. The pusher
configurationswere more sensitiveto loadingand balance,which may be an opera-
tional drawback. The interiornoise level of the pusher airplaneswould likely be
lower than that of the tractor airplanes. Other operationalaspectsof the pusher
configurationindicatedno significantadvantagesover a conventionallyconfigured
airplaneof this class.
The net resultof the technologyapplicationsexamined is apparentwhen the
cruise speed and correspondingspecificrange figuresfor the study airplanesare
compared with those of currentairplanes. These configurationshave cruise speeds
equal to or greaterthan those of currenttwin turboprop-enginedairplanesand
specificranges greaterthan currenttwin reciprocating-enginedairplanes.
Although the cruise speed of the diesel-powered-2D configurationis not as great
as that of the current twin turboprop-enginedairplanesit is equal to the speed
of the fastestof the currenttwin piston-enginedairplanes. The -2D configura-
tion also has a specificrange much greaterthan any comparablecurrentairplane.
Z
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AppendixA
TabulatedDrag Polar Data
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DRAGDUE TO LIFT
Cruise Condition,All Configurations
CL CDi
0 .0094
.05 .0067
.10 .0050
.15 .0036
.20 .0029
.25 .0027
.30 .0029
.35 .0037
.40 .0049
.45 .0067
.50 .0084
.55 .0107
.60 .0131
.70 .0187
.80 .0250
.90 .0321
1.00 .0398
1.10 .0490
1.20 .0575
1.30 .0669
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GATP-1B
MinimumDrag Coefficients
ALTITUDE MACH NUMBER
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
0 .02147 .01920 .01799 .01718 ,01654 .01602
5000 .02197 .01958 .01834 .01752 .01687 .01632
10000 .02252 .02004 .01873 ,01789 .01723 .01664
15000 ,02307 .02050 .01920 .01827 ,01757 ,01699
20000 .02373 .02102 .01962 .01870 ,01799 ,01739
25000 ,02438 .02159 .02012 .01911 .01843 .01781
30000 ,02512 ,02219 .02065 .01967 .01888 .01825
35000 .02492 .02282 .02124 ,02020 ,01936 ,01870
GATP-1C
Minimum Drag Coefficients
ALTITUDE MACH NUMBER
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
0 .02097 .01870 .01749 .01668 .01604 .01552
5000 .02147 .01908 .01784 .01702 .01637 .01582
10000 .02202 .01954 .01823 .01739 .01673 .01614
15000 .02257 .02000 .01870 .01777 .01707 .01644
20000 .02323 .02052 .01912 .01820 .01749 .01699
25000 ,02388 .02109 .01962 ,01861 .01793 .01731
30000 .02462 .02169 .02_15 .01917 .01838 .01775
35000 .02442 ,02232 .02074 ,01970 ,01886 .01820
40000 .02678 .02343 .02171 .02056 .01970 .01900
45000 .02808 .02454 .02264 .02143 .02052 .01978
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GATP-2A
Minimum Drag Coefficients
ALTITUDE MACH NUMBER
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
O .02160 .01902 .01783 .01703 .01633 .01571
5000 .02213 .01949 .01824 .01736 .01664 .01602
10000 .02273 .01996 .01864 .01781 .01705 .01637 -
15000 .02330 .02044 .01911 .01825 .01748 .01682
20000 .02387 .02107 .01964 .01868 .01791 .01723
25000 .02477 .02166 .02010 .01910 .01833 .01768
30000 .02548 .02236 .02055 .01957 .01880 .01812
35000 .02614 .02309 .02101 .02005 .01928 .01861
GATP-2C
Minimum Drag Coefficients
ALTITUDE MACH NUMBER
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
0 .02674 .02397 .02251 .02147 .02067 .02000
5000 .02735 .02446 .02296 .02190 .02109 .02039
10000 .02799 .02502 .02343 .02235 .02151 .02079
15000 .02866 .02558 .02396 .02283 .02197 .02123
20000 .02939 .02620 .02450 .02338 .02246 .02170
25000 .03018 .02687 .02511 .02393 .02299 .02221
30000 .03103 .02759 .02576 .02452 .02356 .02276
35000 .03198 .02837 .02698 .02518 .02417 .02335
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GATP-2D
MinimumDrag Coefficients
ALTITUDE MACH NUMBER
.1 .2 .3 ,4 .5 .6
0 .02520 .02262 .02143 .02063 .01993 .01931
5000 .02573 .02309 .02184 .02096 .02024 .01962
10000 .02633 .02355 .02224 .02141 .02065 .01997
15000 .02690 .02404 .02271 .02185 .02108 .02042
20000 .02?47 .02467 .02324 .02228 .02151 .02083
25000 .02837 .02526 .02370 .02270 .02193 .02128
30000 .02908 .02596 .02415 .02317 .02240 .02172
35000 .02974 .02669 .02461 ,02365 .02288 .02221
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TABLEI. - COMPARISONOF CURRENTSTUDYSPECIFICATIONS
WITHTHOSEFOR THE STUDYOF REFERENCEI.
Study Airplane -1A -1B, -1C, -2A, -2C, -2D
Cruise Performance
Speed >300 kt Comparableto -IA
Altitude >30,000ft Comparableto -1A
Range 1,300 n.mi. 1,300 n.mi.
Payload 1,200 Ibs 1,200 Ibs
Takeoff/Landin9 Performance
Takeoffdistance <_2,500ft <_2,500ft
Landing distance <-2,500ft <_2,500ft
Configuration
Type(s) Tractor Pusher and Tractor
Pressurization 8,000 ft cabin @ 8,000 ft cabin @
serviceceiling 35,000 ft
Construction Aluminum Composite
Aspect ratio 8 >--10
Sweep, .25c •0° Forward
Certification FAR 23 FAR 23
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TABLE II. - CONFIGURATIONGEOMETRYCOMPARISON.
Overall Geometry -1A -IB -IC -2A(-2C) -2D
Length (ft) 33.56 37.25 36.75 38.08 38.08
Span (ft) 30.80 34.64 34.64 34.64 34.64
Height (ft) 10.35 11.25 11.25 11.33 11.33
Referencearea (ft2) 120 120 120 120 120
Span (ft) 30.80 34.64 34.64 34.64 34.64
Aspect ratio 8.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Taper ratio 0.33 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Sweep, leadingedge (deg) 3.6 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0
.25c (deg) 0 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5
Mean aerodynamicchord (ft) 4.20 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71
Thickness-to-chordratio .15 .15 .15 .15 .15
Dihedral (deg) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Airfoilsection 652-415 NLF(1)-O215F NLF(1)-O215F NLF(1)-O215F NLF(1)-O215F
Fuselage
Length (ft) 32.0 36.75 36.25 35.08 35.08
Width (ft) 56 56 56 56 56
Height (in) 65 65 65 65 65
Cabin length (ft) 12.13 15.25 15.25 12.92 12.92
Cabin width (in) 51 51 51 51 51
Cabin height (in) 56 56 56 56 56
HorizontalTail
Area (ft2) 29.0 33.0 33.0 41.7 41.7
Span (ft) 11.42 13.0 13.0 12.50 12.50
Aspect Ratio 4.5 5.1 5.1 3.7 3.7
Taper ratio 0.7 0.56 0.56 0.6 0.6
Sweep, leadingedge (deg) 6 0 0 15 15
Airfoilsection 0009 0009 0009 0009 0009
TABLE II. - CONFIGURATIONGEOMETRYCOMPARISON (CONCLUDED).
VerticalTail (Upper/Lower)
Area (total) (ft2) 19.25 20.0 20.0 10.0/14.0 10.0/14.0
Span (ft) 5.0 4.9 4.9 2.5/3.5 2.5/3.5
Aspect ratio 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.25/1.75 1.25/1.75
Taper ratio 0.5 0.39 0.39 0.6/0.6 0.6/0.6
Sweep, leadingedge (deg) 40 50 50 39/30 39/30
Airfoilsection 0009 0009 0009 0009 o00g
Propulsion
Engine PT6A-45A PT6A-45A TPE 331-11 PT6A-45A Diesel
Configuration Tractor Tractor Tractor Pusher Pusher
Propellerdiameter (in) 84 90 90 90 90
Blades 4 4 4 4 3
TABLE III. - ENGINEPARAMETERSFORSTUDYAIRPLANES.
Engine PT6A-45A
Shaft horsepower 900
Type Gas Turbine
Inlet ram recovery .98
Service airbleed (Ibm/s) .25
Accessory power extraction (hp) I0
Propeller speed (rpm) 1,700
Exhaust nozzle area (in 2) 90
Fuel requirement Jet A
Dry weight less accessories (Ib) 423
Engine TPE 331-11
Shaft horsepower g00
Type Gas Turbine
Service airbleed (Ibm/s) .25
Accessory power extraction (hp) I0
Propeller speed (rpm) 1,591
Fuel requirement Jet A
Dry weight less accessories (Ib) 400
Engine Teledyne Continental Diesel
Shaft horsepower 500
Type Reciprocating
Cycle Two-stroke, turbocharged
Cylinders 6
Propeller speed (rpm) 1,778
Cooling system Air
Fuel requirement Jet A
Dry weight less accessories (Ib) 500 :
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TABLEIV. - PROPELLERPARAMETERS.
Airplane -IA -1B -IC -2A(-2C) -2D
Diameter (in) 84 90 90 90 90
Blades 4 4 4 4 3
Activity factor 180 140 140 140 100
IntegratedCL 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Construction Aluminum Composite Composite Composite Composite
Weight (Ib) 178 164 164 164 120
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TABLE V. - STUDY AIRPLANEWEIGHTSSUMMARYCOMPARISON.
oo
Note: All weightsshown in pounds.
Airplane -IA -IB -1C -2A(-2C) -2D
Structure,Less Wing 990 814 809 779 814
Wing 410 300 300 300 300
Engihe, Accessories, 423 423 400 423 500
Propeller,and Drive 207 193 186 252 195
Systems 490 494 494 519 548
Weight Empty 2,520 2,224 2,189 2,273 2,357
OperatingItems (Pilot 200 200 200 200 200
and Baggage)
OperatingWeight Empty 2,720 2,424 2,389 2,473 2,557
Passengers,5 850 850 850 850 850
Baggage 150 150 150 150 150
Zero Fuel Weight 3,720 3,424 3,389 3,473 3,557
Mission Fuel 1,010 742 894 752(855) 447
TakeoffGross Weight 4,730 4,166 4,283 4,225(4,328) 4,004
TABLE V I  . - PERFORMANCE SUMMARY COMPARISON. 
GATP - 1A . GATP - 10 GATP - 1C WITP - 2A GATP - X CATP - 20 
AIRFOIL/ASPECT RATIO 
BOUNDARY LAYER 
MAXIMUM CRUISE SPEED 
@ 35,000 FT 
AVERAGE CRUISE LID 
@ 300 Kt AND 35,000 FT 
SEAT MILES PER WLON 
@ 300 Kt AND 35,000 FT 
MAXIMW CRUISE 
SPEED/ALTI TVOE 
HOST ECONOMICAL CRUISE 
SPEED/ALTITUOE/SMPG 
65* - 415 / 8 
1002 TURBULENT 
312 Kt 
12.1 
60.2 
331 Kt120.000 F t  
236 Kt/35.000 Ft/  
64.7 
NLF(1)-0215 F 1 10 
5 M  LAMINAR WING 
353 Kt 
14.7 
78.9 
367 Kt/20,000 F t  
273 Kt/35,000 Ft/  
80.7 
NLF(1)-0215 F / 10 
50% LAMINAR WING 
333 Kt 
14.9 
72.14 
340 Kt/25,000 F t  
286 Kt/40,000 Ft /  
78.9 
NLF(1)-0215 F / 10 
50% LAMINAR WING 
10% LAMINAR FUSELAGE 
20% LAMINAR TAILS 
345 Kt 
14.5 
77.5 
360 Kt/20,000 F t  
275 Kt/35,000 Ft/  
80.5 
NLF(1)-0215 F / 10 
100% TURBULENT 
321 Kt 
12.2 
66.3 
338 Kt/20.000 F t  
260 Kt135.000 Ft /  
71.4 
NLF(1)-0215 F / 10 
50% LAMINAR WING 
10% LAMINAR FUSELAGE 
20% LAMINAR TAILS 
247 Kt @ 30,000 Ft 
14.0 
118.3 
275 Kt/20.000 F t  
154 Kt/20,000 Ft/  
139.5 
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NOTE : All d m  in feet 
mless otherwise specified. . 
Figure 1. - GRTP-1A general arrangement. 
NOTE: All dimwiom n feet 
urless otherwise specifled. 
F igu re  2. - GATP-1B general  arrangement. 
NOTE: All dmensions n feet 
dess other* specified. 
/- Garrett TPE 331-11 engine 
I 
n.K 
Static Grand L i  
L 
Figure  3. - GATP-1C general arrangement. 
NOTE : All d i  n feet 
rnless o t h f w h  specified. 
I /-static Grard Line I I 
F i g u r e  4. - GATP-2A ( -2C)  general  arrangement. 
NOTE: All d i i  n feet 
Inless othemisc specified. 
Teledyne Conti i tol  diesa engine 7 I r -  1 
totii Grand L i i  
Figure  5. - GATP-2D general arrangement. 
NOTE:All dimensionsininches
unlessotherwisespecified.
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Figure 6. - GATP-IB interior arrangement.
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NOTE: All dimensionsin inches
unlessothenvisespecified.
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Figure 7. - GATP-2A interior arrangement.
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forward- facing steps
slat wing
Figure 8. - Forward-facingstep conceptfor leading-edgedevice integration(step
height exaggeratedfor clarity).
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Figure 9. - Untrimmedlift curves for variousdeflectionsof the high-lift
system.
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Figure 10. - GATP-2A cruise drag polar.
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Figure 11. - GATP-2Atakeoff drag polar, gear drag not included.
F igu re  12. - GATP-2A l a n d i n g  drag po la r ,  gear drag no t  inc luded .  
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Figure 13. - GATP-1Bcruise lift-dragratios.
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Figure 14. - GATP-1Ccruise lift-dragratios.
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Figure 15. - GATP-2Acruise lift-dragratios.
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Figure 16. - GATP-2Ccruise lift-dragratios.
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Figure17. - GATP-2Dcruise lift-dragratios.
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Pratt & Whitney PT6A-45A
overall length = 71.9 in
diameter = 22.5 in
0 "3 overall length : 43.4 in
overall width = 21.7 in
_/'___1_ overall height = 27.2in
Teledyne Continental diesel
overall length = 43.3 in
overall width = 29.5 in
overall height = 27.5 in
Figure 18. - Study engine geometrycomparison.
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Figure 19. - GATP-2Apropellerefficiencyvariation,maximumcruise power.
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Figure 20. - GATP-2Awing weight variationwith thicknessratio.
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Figure 21. - Comparisonof study aircrafttakeoffdistancesover a 50 ft obstacle,
maximum TOGW.
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Figure 22. - Comparisonof study aircraft time to climb,maximumTOGW.
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Figure 23. - Comparisonof study aircraft fuel to climb,maximum TOGW.
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Figure 24. - Comparisonof study aircraft distanceto climb,maximum TOGW. :
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Figure25. - Comparisonof study aircraft rate of climb,maximum TOGW.
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F i g u r e  26. - GATP-LA range f o r  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  c r u i s e  speed and a l t i t u d e .  
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Figure 27. - GATP-2C range for variationsin cruise speed and altitude.
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Figure 28. - Comparisonof study aircraft fuel efficiency,maximum TOGW.
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Figure 29. - GATP-1B range for variationsin cruise speed and altitude.
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Figure 30. - GATP-2D range for variationsin cruise speed and altitude.
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Figure31. - GATF-IC rang.qfor variationsin cru_s_ sp_ed and altitude.
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Figure 32. - GATP-IArange for variationsin cruise speed and altitude. Data from
referenceI.
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Figure 33. - Comparisonof study aircraft range-payloadcapability,
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Figure 34. - Comparisonof study aircraftcruise fuelefficiencywith that of
current generalaviationairplanes.
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Figure 35. - GATP-2Alandlng distance for variations in airplane weight and
altitude.
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